
Acoustic hubs
Every open space deserves a Chatbox for deep work, 

private calls or a creative session.



Quality guaranteed
Chatbox is certified under the premier UL 962 

standard and also passed the ASTM E84 standard 
receiving Class A in fire resistance.

A silent space for creativity to flourish
Affordable, yet sleek, high-quality design to support your ideas in reaching their full potential

Single Duo Quattro

Sound proofing
Offering acoustic and privacy solutions, Chatbox 

acoustic hubs are up to 34dB lower than outside the 
hubs when measured on-site.

100 DAYS

Easy to assemble
Installation takes only 1 hour for Chatbox single. 

2 hours for Duo and 3 hours for Quattro. 
You just need the help of a friend and 1 tool.

Carbon neutral
Carbon Neutrality is achieved by calculating 

a carbon footprint and reducing it to zero 
through in-house efficiency measures.

100 DAYS

100 DAYS

2-year warranty
Every Chatbox comes with a warranty of 2 years. 

The warranty period starts on the next day after your 
Chatbox has been delivered to you.

100 DAYS
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Designed and developed by industry-leading acoustic experts, the Chatbox telephone booth is adequate 
for one person and they are the perfect peaceful environment for phone calls away from the noise and 
distraction. The sleek, modern design is carefully crafted to provide impeccable form, function, design and 
durability, offering next generation privacy for a new normality.

Chatbox Single
Everything you need for a private conversation 
or a space to focus on your own

Add a whiteboard or a TV bracket 
for a private conference call

Pick out a stylish stool to make 
your calls even more comfortable

CBX1-K Black
CBX1-WH White
CBX1-CG Chrome Green
CBX1-MT Mint Turquoise
CBX1-OL Ochre Yellow
CBX1-QG Quartz Grey
CBX1-RV Red Violet
CBX1-SB Sapphire Blue

CBX1-WBW Whiteboard White

Internal dimensions: Width Depth Height Weight
870 980 2040 330kg

Customise your hub

Silent Fans
Silent ventilation and a 
fresh indoor climate to 
support a focused mind

LED lighting
Abundant natural light 
that is energy efficient 
and helps your eyes to 
perform at their best
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Internal dimensions: Width Depth Height Weight
2000 930 2040 550kg

In the long-term, multi-functional spaces will be the reason why people enjoy coming into the office. These 
are the spaces where people can work according to their own needs and preferences. Chatbox Duo offers 
a private meeting room in an instant, helping people to connect, collaborate and focus in private. A silent 
space for creativity to flourish - Duo the box, duo the fun!

Chatbox Duo
Perfect for 1-1 meetings and small brainstorm 
sessions in comfort and silence

Add lounge chairs for a private 
meeting in comfort and silence

Turn privacy into productivity 
with a workstation and chair

Customise your hub

Glass door
Handle on left or right 
hand side with 8mm thick 
glass for acoustic quality

Sound Proofing
Superior acoustic 
properties for privacy 
with a dB rating of 34

CBX2-K Black
CBX2-WH White
CBX2-CG Chrome Green
CBX2-MT Mint Turquoise
CBX2-OL Ochre Yellow
CBX2-QG Quartz Grey
CBX2-RV Red Violet
CBX2-SB Sapphire Blue
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Acoustic hubs can be adapted and customised to fit your own office requirements, creating multiple 
working zones in one place. Chatbox Quattro cosily fits four and up to six people for an efficient 
brainstorming session or for a longer meeting that requires everyone to be on the same wavelength. More 
space for ideas with a wide range of furniture options to maximise your interior space.

Chatbox Quattro
A private space for meetings in the 
middle of an open plan office

Finish options
Recycled echo-free grey 
fabric and carpet for 
superior soundproofing

Power modules
Add a UK plug socket 
and USB charging  
port for them all 
important meetings

Internal dimensions: Width Depth Height Weight
2000 1860 2040 980kg

A central table and meeting chairs 
for a more formal get together

Add custom sofas with a fixed 
table for informal meetings

Customise your hub

CBX4-K Black
CBX4-WH White
CBX4-CG Chrome Green
CBX4-MT Mint Turquoise
CBX4-OL Ochre Yellow
CBX4-QG Quartz Grey
CBX4-RV Red Violet
CBX4-SB Sapphire Blue




